Abstract Experiments on hippocampal slices have recorded that a novel pattern of epileptic seizures with alternating excitatory and inhibitory activities in the CA1 region can be induced by an elevated potassium ion (K ? ) concentration in the extracellular space between neurons and astrocytes (ECS-NA). To explore the intrinsic effects of the factors (such as glial K ? uptake, Na ? lateral diffusion leads to epileptic seizure in neurons only when the synaptic conductance values of the excitatory and inhibitory neurons are within an appropriate range. Finally, we propose an energy factor to measure the metabolic demand during neuron firing, and the results show that different energy demands for the normal discharges and the pathological epileptic seizures of the coupled neurons.
Introduction
Epilepsy, which seriously threatens the health of affected people, is one of the most common brain neurological disorders. As one of the most prevalent types of intractable epilepsy in clinics, temporal lobe epilepsy has a special clinical presentation with seizure-like activity (Prinz 2008) .
Previous studies and experiments showed that elevated K ? concentration in the extracellular space between neurons and astrocytes (ECS-NA) could induce epileptic activity (Traynelis and Dingledine 1988; Marom et al. 2003; Bazhenov et al. 2004; Fröhlich et al. 2008) . In particular, Ullah et al. found that excitatory neurons in the CA1 region of rat hippocampal slices could generate epileptic firing by increasing the ECS-NA K ? concentration and that excitatory neurons could enter a depolarization block phase when the peak of K ? concentration was approximately 40 mM Cressman et al. 2009 ). Many factors influence the K ? concentration in the ECS-NA: K ? currents across the neuronal membrane, glial uptake, Na ? /K ? -ATPase pumps, the spatial diffusion of K ? in the ECS-NA, and the K ? lateral diffusion between neurons and cotransporters (Kager et al. 2000 (Kager et al. , 2007 Larsen et al. 2014; Øyehaug et al. 2012; Yina et al. 2014b; Østby 2009; Durand and Jensen 2010) . Which of these factors that influences the K ? concentration in the ECS-NA could induce epileptic seizures? A number of results from biological experiments have answered this question (Ohno et al. 2015; Cornog et al. 1967 ; Traynelis and Dingledine 1988; Durand and Jensen 2010; Park and Durand 2006) . In 2015, Ohno found that down-regulation or dysfunction of K ? uptake channels (Kir4.1) in astrocytes could induce tonic-clonic seizures events and proposed that activation or up-regulation of K ? uptake channels (Kir4.1) would be a novel approach for the treatment of epilepsy (Ohno et al. 2015) . Moreover, inhibition of Na ? /K ? -ATPase enzyme activity by ouabain could induce seizure discharges (Cornog et al. 1967) . Furthermore, Traynelis found that excitatory neurons exhibited spontaneous periodic seizures in the CA1 region of rat hippocampal slices in the absence of external input when K bath was increased to 8.5 mM (Traynelis and Dingledine 1988) . Additionally, the studies of Durand and Park supported the view that the K ? lateral diffusion could lead to the generation of non-synaptic epilepsy in zero-Ca 2? in excitatory neuronal networks in the CA1 area (Durand and Jensen 2010; Park and Durand 2006) . Therefore, studying the relations between these factors that affect the K ? concentration in the ECS-NA and epileptic discharges through a theoretical analysis method would provide strong guidance for preventing and treating epilepsy.
At present, some studies have used a theoretical analysis method to explore the relationship between the K ? concentration in the ECS-NA and epileptic activities. In 2009, Cressman constructed a mathematical model consisting of a single conductance-based neuron and considered the intra-and extra-neuronal dynamic K ? concentrations; the researchers hypothesized that the K ? concentration in the ECS-NA was continuously adjusted by K ? currents across the neuronal membrane, glial uptake, Na ? /K ? -ATPase pumps and K ? spatial diffusion ). They described the bifurcation analysis of these factors affecting the K ? concentration in the ECS-NA. On the basis of the single neuron model proposed by Cressman and Yina added the dynamics of the intra-and extra-neural Cl -concentrations and the oxygen dynamics, and she determined that the rate of change in the K ? concentration in the ECS-NA was not only a function of the factors proposed by Cressman but also a function of the glial Na ? / K ? pump current, Na ? /K ? /2Cl -cotransporter current and K ? /Cl -cotransporter current (Yina et al. 2014b ). This study provided a two-parameter bifurcation diagram for the K ? concentration in the ECS-NA as a function of the bath oxygen concentration and the bath K ? concentration; the diagram showed the parameter regions that corresponded to the normal state and the different pathological discharge states of neurons. Furthermore, the brain includes a huge network of excitatory and inhibitory neurons whose interaction generate normal brain activities, and the interplay between excitatory and inhibitory neurons could generate epileptiform activity in in vitro experiments (Ziburkus et al. 2006; Ž iburkus et al. 2013 ). Ullah presented a computational model composed of excitatory and inhibitory neurons in the CA1 region; these two types of neurons were coupled by both synaptic connections and K ? lateral diffusion. In this model, each neuron had its own extracellular microenvironment, such as K ? spatial diffusion and glial uptake. This report incorporated the coupled model into a predictor-controller framework from modern control theory to reconstruct the extracellular microenvironment and activities of different types of neurons during seizures (Ullah and Schiff 2010) . In 2014, Yina introduced oxygen dynamics to the coupled model of Ullah and provided the two-parameter bifurcation diagrams for the glial K ? uptake strength and the K ? spatial diffusion rate for the alternating interplay in epileptic discharge (Yina et al. 2014a Another important issue relates to the energy expenditure for neuronal network activity. The generation of an action potential in neurons is an energy-consuming process, and metabolic energy is required to maintain the normal signaling activity of neurons. Pathological brain activities would take place if the energy supply is not sufficient to satisfy the metabolic consumption, such as during seizures (Bahar et al. 2006; Ingram et al. 2013) . Hence, the energy consumption during the normal and epileptic discharge of coupled excitatory and inhibitory neurons should be considered.
In this paper, which is based on the coupled model described by Ullah and Schiff (2010) uptake in the development of epileptic seizures'' section. Furthermore, the dependency of K ? lateral diffusion and synaptic conductance between two neurons in the generation of epileptic activity is discussed in ''The influences of K ? lateral diffusion and synaptic coupling on epileptic seizures'' section. Finally, we introduced an energy factor to explore energy consumption during normal firing and epileptic seizures in ''The energy consumption in epileptic seizures'' section.
Model and method
In this section, using the coupled model in Ullah and Schiff (2010) and Yina et al. (2014a) studies, we present a similar coupled model composed of excitatory and inhibitory neurons with synaptic connections and K ? lateral diffusion. In this model, an excitatory neuron innervates inhibitory neurons via excitatory synapses (AMPA) (Graham et al. 2012) , whereas an inhibitory neuron innervates excitatory neurons via inhibitory synapses (GABAA) (Wendling et al. 2012) . The sketch is shown in Fig. 1 .
We assume that excitatory and inhibitory neurons have different local architectures. The excitatory neuron model has I Na , I K , leak current I L ), after-hyperpolarization current I AHP , and inhibitory postsynaptic current I syn , GABA and external stimulation current I ext . The inhibitory neuron model includes I Na , I K , leak current I L ), and excitatory postsynaptic currents I syn,AMPA and external stimulation current I ext .
The H-H-type dynamic equations for the two neurons are as follows:
where C is the membrane capacitance. The voltage-gated currents I Na and I K , the leak current I L , and the after-hyperpolarization current I AHP in Eqs. (1) and (2) are:
where g Na and g K denote the conductances corresponding to the sodium and potassium currents, respectively. g AHP is the conductance corresponding to the after-hyperpolarization current. g NaL and g KL are the conductances corresponding to the sodium leak current and potassium leak current, respectively. V Na , V K and V Cl denote the Na ? , K
?
and Cl -channel reversal potentials, respectively. n, m and h are gating variables for sodium and potassium currents. g Ca and V Ca are the conductance and the reversal potential of calcium respectively.
[Ca] i corresponds to the intracellular calcium concentration, and the dynamics equation is:
The equations for the gating variables in Eq. (3) are: 
The reversal potential of the Cl -current is equal to a fixed value (V Cl = -81.93 mV). The reversal potentials of Na lateral diffusion between neurons. Thus, the K ? concentration dynamics in the extraneuronal space is modeled as follows:
The dimensionless factor b accounts for the ratio of the intracellular volume to the extracellular volume for calculations of the concentration change, q is the pump strength of Na ? /K ? -ATP, [Na] i is the intracellular sodium concentration, G is the glial uptake strength for K ? , e is the spatial diffusion coefficient of K ? , and K bath is the K ? concentration in the largest nearby reservoir. The K ? concentration dynamics in the intra-neuronal space is
The intra-and extra-cellular Na ? concentration dynamics are modeled as follows (Cressman et al. 2008; Ullah and Schiff 2010) :
In Eq. (8), I pump in Eqs. (7) and (9) is multiplied by factors of 2 and 3, respectively, because the K ? -Na ? pump has an electrogenic ratio of 2:3 (Cressman et al. 2008; Ullah and Schiff 2010) .
The K ? lateral diffusion current between two neurons is described as follows:
where i and j represent excitatory and inhibitory neurons, respectively. Dx ij is the distance between two neurons, and D K is the diffusion factor of K ? . The inhibitory synaptic current I syn,GABA in the membrane potential equation [Eq. (1)] can be described as (Pinsky et al. 1994; Ermentrout and Terman 2010) :
where g GABAA and V GABAA are the maximum conductance and the reversal potential, respectively, and S GABAA reflects the fraction of open receptor-operated ion channels.
The excitatory synaptic currents I syn,AMPA in the membrane potential equation [Eq. (2)] can be described as (Pinsky et al. 1994; Ermentrout and Terman 2010) :
where g AMPA is the maximum conductance, and S AMPA describes the kinetics of the AMPA receptor. The values of the parameters used in the model are listed in Table 1 .
Here, we introduce an energy factor to describe the energy consumption during normal and pathological neuronal discharges. The total electrical energy accumulated in the H-H model at a given moment is (Moujahid et al. 2012) :
The total derivative with respect to time of the above energy will be:
where the current I denotes the sum of the external stimulus current and the synaptic current in Eqs.
(1) and (2). Here, we obtain the energy factor during neuron firing (Moujahid et al. 2012 ).
For numerical simulations, we assume that excitatory and inhibitory neurons share the same bath potassium concentration [that is, excitatory and inhibitory neurons have the same value of K bath in Eq. (7)]. The 4th-order Runge-Kutta method is used for the numerical simulation with a time step h = 0.01 ms. Meanwhile, parameter values in numerical simulation are shown in Table 1 if there is no special emphasis.
Elevated bath K 1 concentration can induce epileptic seizures
In this section, to test some of the experimental results published in other studies (Jensen and Yaari 1997; Traynelis and Dingledine 1988; Gluckman et al. 2001; Ziburkus et al. 2006; Ž iburkus et al. 2013) showing that for slice preparations in the absence of an external stimulus input, neural networks are usually in different firing states when the value of the bath potassium concentration (K bath ) [which is mentioned in Eq. (7)] varies, thus, Fig. 2 shows firing patterns of the coupled inhibitory and excitatory neurons under different values of K bath . Both neurons maintain a normal resting potential when K bath is 4 mM, as shown in Fig. 2a . However, an alternating and periodic seizure firing event occurs when K bath is 8.5 mM, as shown in Fig. 2b . During this epileptic firing process, when the excitatory neuron is silent, the inhibitory neuron is intensively firing, and following intense firing, the inhibitory neuron enters a state of depolarization block. Simultaneously, the excitatory neuron shows intense epileptiform firing. This periodic epileptic firing is consistent with the experimental phenomenon observed in slices of the hippocampal CA1 region (Traynelis and Dingledine 1988; Ziburkus et al. 2006; Ž iburkus et al. 2013 ). Furthermore, as K bath is increased to 24 mM, the neurons show another type of periodic seizure: both neurons simultaneously and periodically enter a phase of depolarization block, as shown in Fig. 2c . Through the analysis of discharge modes for various values of K bath ? , we can better test the experimental observations (Ziburkus et al. 2006; Ž iburkus et al. 2013; Traynelis and Dingledine 1988) indicating that an elevated potassium bath concentration (K bath ) can induce periodic seizures in the coupled excitatory and inhibitory neuronal model. Meanwhile, in the time series of the K ? concentration oscillation in the ECS-NA, which corresponds to two types of epileptic seizures in Fig. 2b concentration (K bath ) for the pathological epileptic activities of neurons, we plot the bifurcation diagrams shown in Fig. 3 . First, a two-parameter bifurcation diagram of G and q provides a more complete understanding of the epileptic discharges in the coupled model with respect to the variation of both G and q of the excitatory neuron, with k bath = 8.0 mM, as shown in Fig. 3a . The blue parameter area shows that G is sufficiently large for a normal firing state of the neurons, and the green area shows a parameter space that supports alternating epileptic firing, which was reported for an experimental recording (Ziburkus et al. 2006; Ž iburkus et al. 2013) . It means that if G is reduced from the blue parameter area to green region, epileptic events occur in the neurons, this is because the removing function of glia is impaired when it is working at making K ? away from the ECS-NA. The yellow region indicates another type of periodic seizure in which the two neurons simultaneously and periodically enter a phase of depolarization block and the red area indicates a pathological limit state in which the excitatory neuron presents persistent high-frequency firing and inhibitory neuron is in a state of slight oscillation near 20 mV. Further, Fig. 3b shows a double-parameter space of G and K bath for different firing pattern of neurons; the values of G and K bath for the excitatory neuron are varied. The discharge patterns of the neurons for each color of the parameter region are consistent with Fig. 3a . From the two double-parameter bifurcation diagrams, we find that only increasing the glial K ? uptake strength (G) can terminate pathological seizures. However, in contrast to the effects of the glial K ? uptake strength (G), the state of pathological discharge can not be terminated by changing Na ? -K ? -ATPase pump (q) or bath K ? concentration (K bath ) when the glial K ? uptake strength (G) is below its normal values. This result highlights the important role of glial K ? uptake in maintaining normal firing.
To further understand the role of the glial K ? uptake strength (G) in neural firing patterns in the coupled model, we decrease G gradually and fix K bath = 18.2 mM, that is, changing G along the vertical dashed line in Fig. 3b . Figure 4 shows the membrane voltage of the inhibitory neuron (upper traces) and the excitatory neuron (lower traces) corresponding to the points 1, 2, 3, 4 in Fig. 3b . At point 1 in Fig. 3a (G = 39.7 mM/s and K bath = 18.2 -mM), the excitatory neuron is in a low-frequency bursting state, and the inhibitory neuron can generate persistent spike firing, as shown in Fig. 4a . Here, the glial K ? uptake is sufficiently strong such that neurons can maintain a normal discharge state beyond its epileptic firing threshold. However, decreasing G to point 2 (G = 30.8 mM/s) in Fig. 3b , the excitatory and inhibitory neurons transition from normal discharges to the typical alternating seizures reported in (Ziburkus et al. 2006; Ž iburkus et al. 2013 ) during this firing pattern, inhibitory neurons are more active while excitatory neurons are in a silent state; this condition is followed by a period of depolarization block when the excitatory neuron exhibited runaway excitation, as shown in Fig. 4b . We also find that both inhibitory and excitatory neurons can periodically enter an epileptic state of depolarization block simultaneously (Fig. 4c) instead of alternating seizures at point 3 when G decreases to 19.6 mM/s. As G is further decreased to G = 7.3 mM/s (point 4 in Fig. 3b) , the excitatory neuron can generate persistent firing, but the inhibitory neuron enters a state of slight oscillation near 20 mV, shown in Fig. 4d . This evolutional model of neural firing patterns with G decreasing is caused by elevated K ? concentration in the ECS-NA can induce epileptic firing of neurons. Besides, in this evolution pattern, the transition from pathological activities normal to discharge state of neurons suggests that seizure activity termination is characterized by the inhibitory neurons emerging from a depolarization block state into progressively more active spiking and the simultaneous gradual reduction of excitatory neuron spiking. ? concentration K bath . In both a and b, the blue area represents a state of normal firing. The green area shows a parameter space that supports alternating epileptic firing, as in an experimental recording (Ziburkus et al. 2006; Ž iburkus et al. 2013 ).
The yellow parameter region indicates another type of periodic seizure in which both neurons will simultaneously and periodically enter a phase of depolarization block. The red area indicates a pathological limit state in which the excitatory neuron exhibits persistent firing and the inhibitory neuron is in a state of slight oscillation near 20 mV. (Color figure online) The influences of K 1 lateral diffusion and synaptic coupling on epileptic seizures
The K ? lateral diffusion between neurons also influences the K ? concentration in the ECS-NA. Previous studies have found that the K ? lateral diffusion between two neurons is a significant factor for non-synaptic epileptogenesis in a low-calcium in vitro model (Yaari et al. 1986; Park and Durand 2006; Durand and Jensen 2010) . Chemical synapses are abundant in the central nervous system. To clarify the role of K ? lateral diffusion and chemical synapse coupling in the generation of high K ? -induced epileptic activity, we present a two-parameter space for the conductance of inhibitory and excitatory synapses, in which epileptic firing can be induced only by K ? lateral diffusion, as seen in Fig. 5a . This result indicates that K ? lateral diffusion is a driving factor for the generation of pathological seizures only when the synaptic conductance of neural network is in an appropriate range. Moreover, Fig. 5b presents the curves for the threshold of D K that will induce epileptic discharges as the conductance of the excitatory synapse increases for the following values of the inhibitory synapse: 0.12, 0.14 and 0.16 mS/cm 2 . The threshold of K ? lateral diffusion intensity (D K ) that can induce epileptic discharges decreases as the excitatory synapse conductance increases gradually.
The energy consumption in epileptic seizures
A mass of ions flowing across neural membranes is generated when various voltage-gated channels are activated during seizures, thus, increasing the metabolic energy demand. To estimate the energy consumption of the coupled neurons in different discharge patterns, an energy factor (P i , i = En or In; thus, P En and P In denote the energy consumption values of excitatory and inhibitory neurons, respectively) is computed based on the H-H neuron model. Figure 6 presents the energy expenditure values of the coupled excitatory and inhibitory neurons corresponding to different neuronal firing patterns as G decreases. In this figure, the points in solid boxes indicate the energy expenditure of neurons in a normal firing state, and the points in dashed boxes represent the energy expenditure of neurons in a pathological seizures state. The excitatory neuron consumes more energy during epileptic seizures than during the normal firing state. Accordingly, the corresponding coupled inhibitory neuron will consume less energy during an epileptic discharge process than in a normal firing state. To further distinguish the energy consumption in the seizure state, we calculate the energy consumption of neurons corresponding to different seizure firing patterns; for instance, point 2 in Fig. 6a , b corresponds to the energy consumption values of the alternating seizure firing pattern, and point 3 corresponds to the other type of seizure in which both neurons simultaneously enter a phase of depolarization block. The energy consumption of the excitatory neuron in the alternating seizure firing state (Fig. 4b) is smaller than the demand during the other type of seizure in which both neurons simultaneously enter a phase of depolarization block (Fig. 4c ). This result shows the greater energy demand in the depolarization block process.
Conclusion and discussion
In this paper, using a coupled model composed of excitatory and inhibitory neurons as well as glia in the CA1 region, we explored the intrinsic effect of the K ? concentration in the ECS-NA on the epileptic seizures observed in published experiments. First, we verified the experimental results showing that epileptic seizures can be induced directly in coupled excitatory and inhibitory neurons with no stimulus input when the bath K ? concentration is increased to a certain level. Meanwhile, different epileptic firing patterns are accompanied by different high- ? concentration in the ECS-NA. For instance, as the peak of the K ? oscillation is 36.8 mM (which is close to 40 mM), inhibitory and excitatory neurons simultaneously enter a state of depolarization block.
Moreover, we presented the bifurcation parameter space of the glial K ? uptake strength (G) with either the Na ? -K ? -ATPase pump strength (q) or the bath solution K ? concentration (K bath ) during neural epileptic seizures occur. These diagrams highlighted the important role of glial K ? uptake in maintaining normal firing. We also described an evolutionary model of neural firing patterns with the strength of glial K ? uptake decreases; this model suggested that seizure activity termination is characterized by the inhibitory neurons emerging from a depolarization block state into a state of progressively more active spiking and the simultaneous gradual reduction of excitatory neuron spiking.
Furthermore, we observed that K ? -induced epileptic activity could be induced by K ? lateral diffusion between neurons only when the excitatory and inhibitory conductances are within an appropriate range. Additionally, as the excitatory synapse conductance value increases, less K ? lateral diffusion is needed to induce epileptic firing.
Finally, by analyzing the energy factor, we found that pathological seizures consume greater energy than normal discharge in excitatory neurons, especially for the depolarization block process during seizures. However, the energy consumption when inhibitory neurons entered the seizure process was smaller than for the normal firing state. This paper aimed to provide an in-depth understanding of the factors influencing the K ? concentration in the ECS-NA and the energy consumption during epileptic seizures to facilitate the construction of more accurate dynamical models of neural networks to improve the recognition, forecasting and control of seizures. 
